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PROFILE

I am pursuing a career switch
from Audio Production to UX
Design because I am interested
in a creative field that also asks
"Why?". Talking to real people,
finding out how they navigate
the problem spaces in their lives
and incorporating that feedback
into design is a rewarding
experience that I am excited to
do more of.

Both Audio Production and UX
require a marriage of the
creative with the social, and I feel
my previous success in the music
industry to be an indicator of
future success in UX.

SKILLS
Figma, Photoshop, Wireframing,

Prototyping, Design Thinking, User
Testing, UX Research, Responsive
Web Design

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma
Candidate, UX Design

JUL ‘22 - SEPT  ‘22, TORONTO, ON

Toronto Metropolitan University
|   BA - Radio & Television Arts

SEPT  ‘05 - ‘11,  TORONTO, ON

E X P E R I E N C E

Music Producer  |  Freelance

JUL 2009 - PRESENT,  TORONTO, ON

● Created over 10 Remix and Production placements in 2016  by
writing and producing original music while using effective teamwork
skills to coordinate with multiple production and A&R teams.

● Chosen as a Supporting Musician and Consultant out of hundreds of
applicants to tour Canada, Europe and Mexico by excelling at quick
solutions, strong communication skills, and attention to detail.

● Achieved over 10 5-Star reviews as a Fiver-Seller creating
made-to-order music solutions for streaming platforms, video games
and record labels by offering constant communication to implement
customer feedback.

● Used excellent communication skills to collaborate with over a dozen
high-profile corporate clients including Converse, Red Bull, TFO,
Canadaland, Dine Alone Records, and Partisan Records by offering
unique and professional compositions.

Manager |  Long & McQuade Musical Instruments

SEPT 2009 - OCT 2020,  TORONTO, ON

● Promoted to Floor Manager for using empathy, curiosity and
problem-solving skills to educate musicians of all skill levels on
complex technical issues by phone and in-store.

● Increased customer capacity by using design thinking to create and
launch merchandising initiatives to streamline customer experience
on the sales floor.

● Chosen as company liaison for large festivals and events for my
attention to detail and knack for using unorthodox problem-solving
to resolve complex tech issues. Clients include North by Northeast,
Canadian Music Week and Long Winter

P R O J  E C T S

“DISKO” Concert Tracker Mobile App  | Lead UX Designer 

JUL - SEPT 2022, BRAINSTATION CAPSTONE PROJECT

● Conducted secondary research and interviews to identify a problem space of
millennials missing local concerts because of an overabundance of existing

services with no set standard.

● Created a design solution that allowed the user to receive concert invites

directly from artists they follow to track on a calendar screen.

WNBA Mobile Site Redesign | UI Designer

SEPT 2022 , BRAINSTATION INDUSTRY DAY PROJECT

● Successfully created and completed all UI elements for a 24-hour hackathon
by prioritizing simple no-nonsense designs.

● Collaborated closely with the web dev team to implement designs into a fully

coded functional product.
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